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Abstract—The widely-used Global Positioning System (GPS)
does not work underwater. This presents a severe limitation
on the communication capabilities and deployment options for
undersea assets such as AUVs and UUVs. To address this
challenge, the Positioning System for Deep Ocean Navigation
(POSYDON) program aims to develop an undersea system that
provides omnipresent, robust positioning across ocean basins.
To do so, it is critically important to accurately model sound
waves and signals under diverse, and often uncertain, undersea
environmental conditions. Probabilistic estimates of the four-
dimensional variability of the fields of sound speed, salinity,
temperature, and currents are thus needed. In this paper, we
employ our MSEAS primitive-equation and error subspace data-
assimilative ensemble ocean forecasting system during two real-
time POSYDON sea exercises, one in winter 2017 and another in
August 2018. We provide real-time high-resolution estimates of
sound speed fields and their uncertainty, and describe the ocean
conditions from submesoscales eddies and internal tides to warm
core rings and larger-scale circulations. We verify our results
against independent data of opportunity; in all cases, we show
that our probabilistic forecasts demonstrate skill.

Index Terms—ocean modelling, acoustic forecasting, uncer-
tainty forecasting, data assimilation, Middle Atlantic–New York
Bight

I. INTRODUCTION

The Positioning System for Deep Ocean Navigation (POSY-

DON) program aims to develop a Global Positioning Sys-

tem (GPS) for underwater assets. The primary goals of our

effort are to: (1) Employ and develop our regional ocean mod-

eling, data assimilation, and uncertainty quantification for the

estimation of sound speed variability, coupled oceanographic-

acoustic forecasting and inversion relevant to the Precision

Ocean Interrogation, Navigation, and Timing (POINT) effort;

(2) Apply our theory and schemes for optimal placement, path

planning, and persistent ocean sampling with varied assets

and acoustic source platforms; and (3) Further quantify the

ocean dynamics and variability of the regional areas of interest,

utilizing our multi-resolution data-assimilative ocean modeling

and process studies.

As part of this project, we characterized the oceanographic

variability and uncertainty in the Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB)

region, using our MIT Multidisciplinary Simulation, Esti-

mation, and Assimilation System (MSEAS) primitive equa-

tion (PE) modeling system [1], [2] and Error Subspace Statis-

tical Estimation (ESSE) framework [3]–[7]. Our realistic data-

assimilative modeling involved real-time ensemble forecasting

and data-driven simulations and analyses of the sound speed

variability. This prediction and estimation of the environmental

propagating medium is uncertain because of the uncertain

initial and boundary conditions, and sub-grid-scale parame-

terizations [8]. Just as we now utilize probabilities for rain

or bad weather on a daily basis, the proposed underwater

communication and global positioning system for deep ocean

navigation can also utilize and benefit from such probabilistic

information. Real-time integrated oceanographic-acoustic pre-

dictions must account for and forecast these uncertainties and

their effects on sound propagation and communications.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II, we describe

our methodology and systems, and specifically our MIT-

MSEAS modeling software and its setup for the real-time

at-sea exercises conducted in 2017 and 2018. In Sect. III, we

show and discuss our results, which include real-time forecasts

of ocean physics and acoustics, as well as their uncertainty,

along with validation against independent data. Finally, some

concluding remarks are made and possible future research

directions are discussed in Sect. IV.

II. REAL-TIME FORECASTING SETUP

A. Overview

The POSYDON Sea Exercise 2017 occurred in the Middle

Atlantic–New York Bight Region during January–March 2017

(Fig. 1a). Subsequently, the POSYDON Sea Exercise 2018 oc-

curred in the same region during August 2018 (Fig. 1b). In col-

laboration with the POINT team, the objectives of the exercises

were to utilize the MIT-MSEAS system to: (i) forecast the

probability of high-resolution ocean fields using our multiscale

ESSE methodology; (ii) transfer the corresponding distribution

of the sound speed field to three-dimensional underwater

sound propagation uncertainties; (iii) collect sufficient data to

evaluate the accuracy of the Bayesian tomographic inversion

and of its posterior estimates of sound velocity profiles (SVPs)

and ranges between transducers.
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For these exercises, we utilized and further developed our

MIT-MSEAS software, including our hydrostatic PE code with

a nonlinear free surface, based on second-order structured

finite volumes [1], [2], [9]. The MSEAS software is used

for fundamental research and for realistic simulations and

predictions in varied regions of the world’s ocean [10]–

[20], including monitoring [21], ecosystem prediction and

environmental management [22], [23], and, importantly for the

present project, real-time oceanographic-acoustic predictions

and coupled ocean-acoustic data assimilation [15], [24]–[28].

(a) 2017 configuration (b) 2018 configuration

Fig. 1. BBN mooring and (X)CTD deployment locations.

B. Probabilistic Simulations Setup

The MIT-MSEAS modeling system was set up for the

computational domain shown in Fig. 2, which encompasses

the northeast U.S. continental shelf, the shelfbreak and Hudson

Canyon, and the northwest Sargasso Sea. It has 3 km horizon-

tal resolution, and is discretized using 100 optimized vertical

levels. The bathymetry data source is the 3 arc-second National

Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) U.S. Coastal

Relief Model [29]. Tidal forcing from the TPXO8 model [30],

[31] from Oregon State University is used, but updated for our

high-resolution bathymetry, coastlines, and quadratic bottom

drag. The probability distributions of tidal forcing fields is

simulated using random variables modeling the uncertainties

in key tidal parameters. Each ocean ensemble member is thus

forced with slightly different tidal fields.

The 2017 ocean central forecasts are forced by atmospheric

flux fields forecast by the 5 km hourly High-Resolution Win-

dow (HIRESW) from the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP), while the 2018 central forecasts are forced

with flux fields from the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS)

0.25◦ model with hourly resolution [32].

To account for uncertainties in the atmospheric forcing, for

the 2017 ensemble ocean forecasts, four atmospheric forcing

data sources were used: 5 km hourly NCEP High-Resolution

Window (HIRESW), 0.25◦ hourly NCEP GFS, 0.5◦ 3-hourly

NAVy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM), and 6-hourly

0.15◦ Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction Sys-

tems (COAMPS). For the 2018 ensemble ocean forecasts,

only the 0.25◦ hourly NCEP GFS was used. In all cases,

forcing uncertainty was quantified using random variables

Fig. 2. MSEAS-PE 3 km modeling domain (boundary shown in red) over
bathymetry (m).

(e.g. one for time-lags and one for amplitudes) such that each

ocean ensemble member is forced by a different realization of

atmospheric forcing fields.
In January–March 2017, atmospheric winds showed five

gales (stresses at least 0.5 N/m2) and four other strong events.

During the first gale (Jan. 23), the prevailing winds were

toward the southwest; during the second (Feb. 10), toward the

southeast; during the third (Feb. 13–14), toward the southeast;

during the fourth (Mar. 2), toward the east-northeast; during

the fifth (Mar. 5), toward the southeast. In August 2018, there

were three major events (stresses at least 0.25 N/m2): during

the first (Aug. 13), prevailing winds were toward the northeast;

during the second (Aug. 19), toward the east-northeast; during

the third (Aug. 22–23), toward the northeast.

C. Deterministic Initialization and Corrections
The ocean forecasts were initialized from 1/12◦ HYbrid

Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) analyses [33], down-

scaled to higher resolution and updated with ocean data from

varied open sources of opportunity (CTDs, ARGO floats,

gliders, SST, etc.). In addition, the following procedure was

used to correct HYCOM based on our feature models, which

identified two Warm Core Rings (WCR) in the region on

February 20, 2017: (i) Synoptic slope water profiles with

proper water masses were used to correct the initial condition

slope and intrusion features; (ii) Actual synoptic profiles and

copied profiles were assimilated into HYCOM; (iii) Warm

Core Ring profiles were then identified and blended into the

corrected HYCOM fields using sea surface temperature (SST);

(iv) SST was then assimilated into the ring-corrected fields.

This procedure resulted in stronger and more coherent rings

(especially in the 300 m temperature field), as well as more

coherent shelf and slope water between rings.

D. Ensemble Initialization and Forecasts
The Error Subspace Statistical Estimation (ESSE) prob-

abilistic forecasts consisted of an ensemble of numerical
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simulations that were each set up by perturbing the initial

and boundary conditions in accord with their dominant un-

certainties, and by adding stochastic forcing to the external

forcing (i.e., uncertainties in the times/phases and amplitudes

of the atmospheric fluxes and tides) and to the deterministic

equations so as to represent modeling errors occurring during

the time and space integrations of the MSEAS PE ocean

modeling system [34]. In the present experiment, 100-member

ensemble forecasts were issued from January 30 to February

13 and February 22 to March 6, 2017, and 300-member

forecasts from August 9–24, 2018.

To initialize the uncertainties in the ocean state, we em-

ployed and further developed our data-driven initialization

stochastic models [16], [24], [34]–[36]. We used historical

CTD synoptic data from the World Ocean Database (WOD)

from January/February for the 2017 exercise, and data from

the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), fishermen,

gliders, Argo, and WOD from July/August for the 2018

exercise. One novelty is that we separated these data based

on their regions and water masses, specifically the continental

shelf, the continental slope, and the Sargasso Sea regions.

These data were used to create joint vertical EOFs (empirical

orthogonal functions) for temperature (T) and salinity (S),

separately in each of these three regions. To construct the

three-dimensional (3D) T and S perturbations in each region,

the joint EOFs were combined with an eigendecomposition

of a horizontal correlation matrix defined by a Mexican hat

correlation function of 25 km decay-scale and 75 km zero-

crossing (these numbers were obtained from the calibration

PE runs and the literature). These 3D perturbations in the

three regions were melded across the shelfbreak front and the

Gulf Stream to form 3D perturbation fields covering the whole

domain, ensuring that the melding preserved variance [37].

Finally, these 3D T and S perturbations were used to generate

velocity perturbations in accordance with close-to-geostrophic

PE balance.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Deterministic Forecasts

For the 2017 sea exercise, daily deterministic (central)

forecasts of 2-day duration were issued for the period from

January 30 to February 13, 2017, then again from February

22 to March 6, 2017. For the 2018 exercise, daily deterministic

forecasts of 3-day duration were issued for the period August

9–24, 2018, as seen in the table shown in Fig. 3. For each

forecast, we provide estimates of sound speed, velocity magni-

tude, temperature, and salinity fields every 3 hours and at 0 m,

100 m, 300 m, 500 m, and 1000 m, as well as 2 m vorticity,

barotropic velocity, and surface elevation. We provide these

estimates for zooms on the operational area of interest, plus

those on the full modeling domain shown in Fig. 2. We also

provide forecasts and analyses on three operational vertical

sections defined in Fig. 4. Finally, we distribute interactive

forecast visualizations [40] and specific operational products.

The MSEAS-PE relative vorticity forecast at 2 m on Febru-

ary 26, 2017 is shown in Fig. 5a. This forecast is a high-

resolution (3 km) simulation downscaled from HYCOM. In

the period leading up to February 26, submesoscale structures

develop in the slope and Sargasso regions. Strong tides and

the relatively well-mixed winter conditions reduce finer-scale

vorticity in the shelf region. The vorticity forecast on August

26, 2018 is shown in Fig. 5b, which shows higher subme-

soscale structures and internal tides in the shelf region during

this summer period. However, after the wind event of Aug

22-23, there are less surface submesoscale eddies in the slope

and Sargasso regions than in winter.

The impact of tides on the MSEAS-PE forecasts can be seen

in the deterministic forecast on February 27, 2017. During

the previous few days, internal tides and internal waves are

generated along the bathymetry by the tidal forcing. These

waves propagate offshore. The impact of these waves can be

seen in Fig. 6, which shows the sound speed cross-section

between moorings R3 and AL1.

B. Deterministic Skill

Both our deterministic and ensemble forecasts were verified

against independent data of opportunity. The numerous types

of these data are described in Fig. 7, along with the available

2017 BBN cruise data useful for later reanalysis. The number

of available profiles from a given data source on a given day

is shown in Fig. 8. The profile data locations (by type) for

February 18, 2017, are displayed in Fig. 9.

In Figs. 10b and 10d, we compare the temperature and

salinity from the MSEAS-PE deterministic forecast for August

23, 2018 with that measured by the OOI glider GL389 (on that

date, the glider is located on the shelf break). These glider

profiles were not employed in the downscaled IC/BCs, nor

were they assimilated; they represent independent validation

data. Nevertheless, we see that the MSEAS-PE shows skill,

as both the temperature and salinity profiles generally align.

Quantitatively, we demonstrate in Fig. 10 that the RMSEs and

biases between the simulated fields and glider profiles on Aug

23 are smaller in amplitude with the MSEAS-PE forecasts for

both temperature and salinity than they are with the initial con-

ditions (corrected HYCOM fields). Specifically, the MSEAS-

PE forecast substantially reduces the RMSE profile values

(on vertical average, 0.31 vs. 0.52 for T and 0.09 vs. 0.21

for S). The MSEAS-PE forecast also substantially reduces

the bias profile amplitudes, for both temperature and salinity

(on vertical average, 0.03 vs. 0.18 for T and insignificant

values for S). This performance confirm quantitative skill:

the forecasts beat persistence substantially. Similar results are

obtained on other days (not shown).

We also compared our forecasts against another independent

data sets, the buoy time-series from the NOAA National Data

Buoy Center (NDBC) [41]. In Fig. 11, we show the compar-

ison of the near-surface temperature data from buoy 44020

(located in Nantucket Sound; red curve) with the MSEAS-PE

forecast temperature interpolated to the buoy position/depth

(black curve), from August 19–23, 2018. We see that the

MSEAS-PE forecast maintains skill out to 4 days, with mis-
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Fig. 3. Daily deterministic and ensemble MIT-MSEAS real-time forecasts for August 2018 [38]. The estimates of the present environmental conditions were
automatically updated in real-time during the 2018 sea exercise. A similar page is available for the January–March 2017 period [39].

2017 2018

Section Start End Start End

1 AL2 AL1 P4 P5

2 R3 AL1 P5 P2

3 R3 R2 P4 P1

Fig. 4. BBN moorings used as the start and end points of operational vertical
sections. The mooring locations are shown in Fig. 1. We provided real-
time estimates of sound speed, along-section velocity, across-section velocity,
temperature, and salinity in these sections, as well as their uncertainty.

(a) February 26, 2017 (b) August 26, 2018

Fig. 5. MSEAS-PE 2 m vorticity forecasts. The location of the BBN
operational vertical sections are drawn in black.

matches of less than 0.5◦C, and produces similar daily cycle

excursions (both in amplitude and frequency).

Additional comparisons to ARGO, Scripps and Rutgers

gliders, WHOI WaveGliders, and HF Radar data, while not

shown, also indicate acceptable ocean fields forecast and real-

time re-analyses.

Fig. 6. MSEAS-PE sound speed cross-section between moorings R3 and AL1
on February 27, 2017. Internal tides propagate away from the shelfbreak.

C. Probabilistic Ensemble Forecasts

Using the new multi-region ESSE initialization procedure

described in Sect. II-D to construct the 3D multivariate per-

turbations, daily ocean ensemble forecasts were issued during

both the 2017 and 2018 sea exercises (for the same durations

and periods as the deterministic forecasts). For each ESSE

ensemble forecasts, we provide estimates every 3 hours of the

ensemble mean and uncertainty (ensemble standard deviation

and other statistics) of the sound speed, velocity magnitude,

temperature, and salinity. Maps were provided at the same

depths as the deterministic forecasts, and the same operational

vertical sections were used.

To improve the quality of the forecasts, we assimilated data
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Data Variables Duration

BBN CTD T, S 2017-02-03 and 2017-02-18

BBN XCTD T, S 2017-02-17 to 2017-02-24

2017-03-06 to 2017-03-08

BBN Moorings T, S 2017-02-19 to 2017-03-07

ALAMO Float T 2016-10-15 to 2017-01-24

ARGO T, S 2017-02-16 to 2017-03-30

2018-07-02 to 2018-08-23

Current Meters U, V 1999, 2000, 2006, 2010

GTSPP T 2017-02-19 to 2017-03-20

HF Radar U, V 2018-07-17 to 2018-08-31

J. Clark GS SST 2017-02-06 to 2017-03-06

2018-07-23 to 2018-08-13

NMFS T, S 2017-02-11 to 2017-02-22

NOAA Buoys T 2016-01 and 2017-01

Oleander XBT T 2018-08-10 to 2018-08-12

OOI Gliders T, S 2017-01-16 to 2017-04-01

2018-07-24 to 2018-08-23

Rutgers Gliders T, S 2018-07-05 to 2018-08-23

Satellite SST SST 2017-02-20 and 2017-02-27

2018-07-12 to 2018-08-24

Scripps Gliders T, S 2018-06-20 to 2018-08-23

Sylvia Glider T, S 2018-08-02 to 2018-08-10

WaveGlider T, S 2018-08-09 to 2018-08-24

WOD T, S Jan–Feb (1974, 84, 89, 96,

99, 2006, 07, 11, 16)

Oct–Dec (1997-8, 2014-5)

Fig. 7. Available data used as model input or validation. The BBN cruise
data is listed in the upper block, while the lower block contains the data of
opportunity.

Fig. 8. Day-wise number of profiles available in February–March 2017. A
much larger number of profiles are available in August 2018 because of the
presence of several gliders in the modeling region.

and greatly expanded the ensemble sizes between 2017 and

2018. For the 2017 sea exercise, the daily ensemble forecasts

contained 100 members, whereas for the 2018 exercise, the

ensembles contained between 100 and 300 members. To fa-

cilitate collaboration, we distributed these ensemble forecasts

through a novel interactive download script.

An example of our ESSE ensemble forecast for sound speed

on February 21–27, 2017 along the R3-AL1 section is shown

in Fig. 12. We note that assimilation of the BBN XCTD and

OOI glider data reduces the initial uncertainty. Uncertainty

in the warm core rings (which is advected in over time)

Fig. 9. Profile locations by type on February 18, 2017, overlaid on bathymetry.
The MSEAS-PE domain boundary is shown in dashed green lines.

and the Gulf Stream position drives the uncertainty growth

in the slope region. The probabilistic ensemble tidal forcing

provides uncertainty in the position, amplitude, and phase of

the internal tides and internal waves, which feeds the growth

in uncertainty.

Similarly, for the 2018 exercise, the 100 m sound speed un-

certainty forecast for August 26, 2018 is shown in Fig. 13. The

largest standard deviation is associated with the uncertainty in

the position of the Gulf Stream (south and southwest of the

operational area). At that depth, sound-speed uncertainties are

also larger in the slope region than in the Sargasso sea region

(south of the Gulf Stream), mainly because the initial condition

that reflect the historical variability.

D. Probabilistic Ensemble Forecast Skill

As with our deterministic forecasts, we verified our ensem-

ble forecasts against independent data of opportunity. Specif-

ically, we compared our forecasts to temperature and salinity

profiles from ARGO, OOI, Rutgers, and Scripps gliders. The

comparison of our 300-member ensemble with OOI glider

GL389 on August 23, 2018 at 01:04Z is shown in Fig. 14.

The black curves denote the forecasts for each member; the

blue curve, the central forecast; the red curve, the data; and

the green curve, the ensemble mean. Note that the realizations

encompass the data, and the standard deviation of the ensemble

is a reasonable proxy for RMSE; the data lies within the range

of forecasts at all depths, and shows good agreement with the

ensemble mean forecast.

Again, while the comparisons to other independent data of

opportunity are not shown, they generally indicated acceptable

ensemble forecast simulations.

E. Interactive Forecast Visualization

During the August 2018 sea exercise, we also provided

interactive maps of our nowcast and forecast products (central

forecasts as well as mean and uncertainty forecasts) using

our recently developed SeaVizKit ocean visualization soft-

ware [40]. SeaVizKit, built using Leaflet [42] and D3.js [43]
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(a) Corrected HYCOM temperature (b) MSEAS-PE temperature (c) Corrected HYCOM salinity (d) MSEAS-PE salinity

Fig. 10. Deterministic forecast (black) verification against independent OOI glider GL389 data (red) on August 23, 2018. RMSE and bias profiles are plotted
in the insets, along with their respective averaged values.

Fig. 11. MSEAS-PE deterministic forecast (black) verification against inde-
pendent NDBC buoy data (red).

Fig. 12. Real-time ESSE ensemble forecasts of sound speed, salinity, and
velocity standard deviation (uncertainty) for February 23, 25, and 27, 2017,
along the R3-AL1 section.

JavaScript libraries, helped visualize the multivariate multi-

dimensional fields forecast by the MSEAS software using

a portable and highly interactive browser-based interface.

Examples of such visualizations are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

Specifically, Fig. 15 shows snapshots of the surface velocity

Fig. 13. Three-day real-time ESSE ensemble forecast of the standard deviation
(uncertainty) of the 100 m sound speed field for August 26, 2018, as obtained
by an ESSE ensemble of 300 members.

(a) Temperature (b) Salinity

Fig. 14. Real-time ESSE ensemble forecast verification against OOI glider
GL389 data on August 23, 2018 at 01:04Z

magnitude for the nowcast (a) and the forecast for August 25

18Z (b) during the 2018 sea exercise. SeaVizKit additionally

overlays animated pathlines to help visualize the currents in

the region. Fig. 16 shows another example application of SeaV-
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izKit for visualizing the forecast of the sound speed mean (a)

and uncertainty (b) fields at 100 m depth for August 25 18Z.

Both examples show the interactive web interface allowing the

user to pan, zoom, and switch between the several variables,

depths, and times available in the forecast.

(a) Nowcast: 0Z Aug. 24, 2018

(b) Central Forecast for: 18Z Aug. 25, 2018

Fig. 15. Example SeaVizKit visualization of the surface velocity field obtained
during the 2018 sea experiment. (a) Nowcast at 0Z on Aug. 24; (b) Central
forecast for 18Z on Aug. 25.

F. Probabilistic Ocean Acoustics Rays
In order to perform acoustic tomography in the time domain

(rather than a frequency domain matched-field approach),

each ray arrival must be stable, resolvable, and identifiable.

This process can be simple or complex depending upon the

background ocean sound speed and the dispersion of the ray

arrivals [44]. It is traditionally done painstakingly by hand.
During our real-time navigational operations, a raytrace

acoustics code was run through the ensemble of ocean tem-

perature/salinity forecasts for the expected source and receiver

positions. The spread in arrival time and ray-ID was computed

for each arrival, providing a look into the expected observable

paths and their arrival time uncertainty. For the acoustic model,

the unique ray-ID was provided by counting the number of

upper and lower turning points. probabilistic rays forecasts

(depth vs. arrival times) as well as the forecast arrival times

(blue dots) and uncertainties for each ray ID. The data arrival

with intensity level coloring is shown in the center line of

colored dots. This template was used to develop an algorithm

for real-time ray-identification that quantified the effects of the

environmental uncertainty forecasts on the acoustic rays.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We completed real-time sea exercises for the POSYDON-

POINT project in 2017 and 2018. During each exercise, we

(a) Mean Forecast for: 18Z Aug. 25, 2018

(b) Std. Dev. Forecast for: 18Z Aug. 25, 2018

Fig. 16. Example SeaVizKit visualization of the sound speed mean and
uncertainty at 100 m depth obtained during the 2018 sea experiment. (a)
Mean forecast at 18Z on Aug. 25; (b) Standard deviation forecast for 18Z on
Aug. 25.

provided deterministic and probabilistic high-resolution fore-

casts using our MSEAS-PE modeling software, which includes

a nonlinear free-surface, tides, and a large number of ensemble

members (e.g. 300) tuned for accurate ensemble forecasting.

We described our tidal and new ensemble atmospheric forcing,

our multi-region multivariate 3D ensemble initialization and

perturbation procedure, and our data-driven corrections to

HYCOM in the shelf, slope, Sargasso regions. We verified

both our central and ensemble forecasts against independent

data of opportunity, and demonstrated that our model forecasts

showed skill over the short-term. We expanded our visualiza-

tion capabilities, allowing us to provide interactive real-time

forecasts to collaborators as well as the public. Finally, our

probabilistic rays forecasts including stochastic arrival times

and ray IDs allowed real-time ray-identification that quantified

the effects of the environmental uncertainties.

Many extensions of our present modeling results are pos-

sible. Our probabilistic forecasts are the inputs needed to

forecast the reachability sets and their PDFs for gliders or

floats [45]–[47], as demonstrated in a sea exercise that took

place in the Arabian Sea in March–April 2017, as part of the

NASCar-OPS project [16]. Higher resolution bathymetry and

atmospheric forcing can be used, as well as increased data

assimilation, further improving the fidelity of the forecasts.

Finally, we can utilize the Dynamically-Orthogonal (DO) PE

methodology to allow us to increase the ensemble size by

several orders of magnitude [48], [49].

Extending the acoustic modeling capabilities is also pos-

sible. The probabilistic forecasts of the ocean environment
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(a) Probabilistic ray depths and arrival times forecast for Aug. 19, 2018

(b) Probabilistic ray IDs and arrival times forecast for Aug. 19, 2018

Fig. 17. Probabilistic ocean rays forecasts issued in real-time for Aug. 19,
2018. (a) Probabilistic rays forecasts (depth vs. arrival times) (b) Arrival times
(blue dots), with uncertainties (yellow bars) for each ray ID (y-axis). The data
arrival with intensity level coloring is shown in the center line of colored dots.

would allow large-ensemble probabilistic acoustic predictions

using the DO methodology or other data-driven methods [50]–

[52]. Such methods can then be integrated within decision

aids for reliable underwater positioning, navigation and com-

munication based on probabilistic decision theory and risk

management [53]. Future work in this area may also include

developing Bayesian Learning and Machine Learning (ML)

tools for accurately localizing the acoustic source/receiver

pairs in order to minimize the uncertainty in the surrounding

environment, an utmost need for reliable underwater GPS.
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